Working Bee May 27th 2017
By Terry Lane

The plan for the day was to go back up to
Millbrook and finally get rid of the aloes that we
started removing in February last year.
I arrived first at the depot and was soon joined by
Neil, Doug, Claude, Maelor and Robert Irvine.
We loaded up tools and wool bags onto my Ute
and headed off; Robert went off to fix up tree
frames.
Tim Bloomfield had mentioned at the committee
meeting last week that goats had again been seen
along the escarpment and in the park and we
certainly found plenty of evidence all around the
Millbrook site.

Pretty sure this was made by the foreleg of a
wombat. We do have one in the park as Doug
discovered last year crossing the creek further
downstream. Maybe the burrow is close by.

There was one large remaining patch of aloes and
to get to them we first had to remove the
saltbush they were hiding under.

But closer examination revealed that someone
else had been up here, but this visitor is always
welcome.

Doug and Claude.

After a well earnt cuppa we loaded the heavy
plants into the wool bags. Doug brought down
the adapted hand trolley and we dragged them
up to the track. We may come up here next
month to get plants that we missed but the long
term plan is to come up to this area once a year
to remove any new ones sprouting up.

Bit by bit till finally

We raked the area to remove roots but it was
impossible to get them all.

There was so much we had to bring in a
contractor with an excavator and bobcat to rip
them out.

The rangers will come by during the week and
take them back across the creek and empty them
into the dump master.
Claude had to shoot off home and the rest of us
decided to go up to Burns Paddock to see how it
is fairing after we removed huge amounts of
Agave some twelve years ago.
Burns Paddock is situated in the North West tip of
the park; it is an extremely harsh area having
steep escarpment on three sides.
Robert Bender started removing prickly pear up
there around 1992; he said there would have
been 6 or 7 clumps of this big Nth American
cactus but had since expanded into the area
previously occupied by pear that by 2005 there
was around 60.

Burns Paddock

Here is part of a Robert Bender newsletter dated
February 2005. In those days Robert used to send
out reports in black & white by post.

Arriving at Burns we saw that direct seeding that
was done after a burn many years ago was doing
very well

And that the tipping of soil on private property
across the creek seemed to have stopped as the
escarpment was greening up.

However the rest of the news is not so good.

As were the aloes

The agave was again getting a foothold

Neil talks about the work that we have done and
points out to Doug and Maelor the park
boundaries.

We met up with Robert at the depot reporting
that everything outside tree frames is getting
eaten.

And has one last despondent look before heading
off.
There is too much for us to do here, it will need
to be done again by contractors and then maybe
direct seeding. But as we walked away feeling
dejected (and hungry) Neil spots some Bluebells
amongst the pear.

Best part of the day.

Next Working bee June 24th.

